
Breaking the Glass Ceiling:
Can Women Reach the

Top of America's Largest
Corporations?

Ann M Morhson, Randall P White, Ellen
Van Velsor. and tfye Center for

Creative Leadership
Reading, Mass 

Addison-Wesle}' Publishing Co, 1987
—Reiieuvd fa Sandra Tonnsen, Vniivrsire 
of South Carolina. Columbia.

This book was not written for or 
about educators, yet it is essential 
reading for educational leaders of 
both sexes The "glass ceiling re 
ferred to in the title and throughout 
the text is the "transparent barrier" 
that keeps women from rising to the 
top in corporate America.

The Center for Creative Leadership, 
a nonprofit management research and 
training corporation, conducted a 
threeyear study to determine what 
characteristics are common to success 
ful and to "derailed" female execu 
tives in companies comparable in size 
to Fortune 100 companies. This book 
reports the findings Based on inter 
views with 76 women and 22 higher- 
level administrators (16 men and 6 
women), the researchers found that 
successful female executives had some 
of six major "success factors': (1) help 
from above (all had this factor); (2) a 
track record of achievements; (3) the 
desire to succeed; (4) the ability to 
manage subordinates; (5) the willing 
ness to take career risks; and (6) the 
ability to be tough, decisive, and 
demanding

The derailed female executives had 
three prominent characteristics: they 
were unable to adapt, they wanted too 
much for themselves or for other 
women, and they had performance 
problems The authors found only a 
few differences between male and fe 
male successes and derailers but 
enough to conclude that "women are 
expected to have more strengths and 
fewer faults than their male counter 
parts ." Educational leaders who read 
this report will be better able to
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"break the glass ceiling" in educa 
tional organizations

Available from the Center for Cre 
ative Leadership, 5000 Laurinda Dr, 
PO Box P-l, Greensboro, NC 27402, 
for $15.95 plus $2.00 for postage and 
handling

Computers, Curriculum,
and Whole-Class

Instruction
Bern Collis

Belmonl. Calif
_____Wadsuvrth. Inc. 1988_____

 Retietfed b\' Kattjy Fite. Soutbuvst Texas 
State i'nu>ersirt', San Marcos, Texas.

If you are interested in using tech 
nology to enhance education in grades 
K-12, you will find this a valuable and 
versatile reference It includes theoret 
ical perspectives, pertinent research 
findings, excellent references, sugges 
tions for computer use. and over 100 
detailed lesson plans related to spe 
cific curriculum objectives in mathe 
matics, science, social studies, and lan 
guage arts An accompanying disk pro 
vides simple teacher-tested programs 
for use in whole-class settings

Available from Wadsworth. Inc.. 10 
Davis Dr. Belmont. CA 94002, for 
$35.00.

Supervising Instruction
Robert L Schain
Brookfy-n. \.Y.:

Educators Practical Press. 1988
—Reviewed by Frank L Tout, Thomas Carr 
Houv School, Indianapolis, Indiana

This book makes no pretense of 
being a recitation of supervision theo 
ries It is a compact volume the author 
calls the "nuts and bolts" approach to 
that necessary business of supervision, 
which makes many administrators and 
supervisors downright uncomfortable 
or, at best, often less than adequate 
Although based to a large extent upon 
his experience in a large urban high 
school. Schain s work will have value 
for principals or supervisors in any

setting who are looking for manage 
able how-to s of supervision

The author offers sound suggestions 
for organizing win-win strategies to 
deal with almost any category of teach 
ing staff performance. He also pro 
vides detailed scripts for working with 
the new teacher, the uncooperative 
teacher, the talented teacher, the 
teacher who is drifting toward retire 
ment, and so on Schain devotes con- 
sidetable attention to such specifics as 
data collection, full-period observa 
tions, obtaining schoolwide involve 
ment in improving instruction, lesson 
plans, teacher conferences, and "buddy" 
teacher arrangements

Available from Educators Practical 
Press. 393 Ma\-tair Dr.. South. Brooklyn, 
NT 11234

Developing the 
Curriculum, 2nd ed.

Peter F Ola a
Glemieu; 111:

Scott. ForesmanJLittle. Broun, 1987
—Relieved In- Kenneth T Henson. L'niivr- 
SMY of Alabama. i :nuvrsin!. Alabama

Many professors of graduate curric 
ulum courses come to believe that 
intellectually sound content in this 
field requires a high degree of obtuse- 
ness and ambiguity In a book that is 
intellectually stimulating yet lucid. Pe 
ter Oliva dispels this myth, freeing the 
reader to think about the content 
rather than fighting to comprehend it

The clarity of Developing the Curric 
ulum does not result from shallow- 
ness. Seldom will readers find a book 
more accurately written or more thor 
oughly documented. In preparing this 
revised edition. Oliva has blended a 
rich storehouse of long-accepted prin 
ciples, theories, and axioms of curric 
ulum development with current re 
search and theories. Developing the 
Curriculum is one of the best curric 
ulum books to come along in decades.

Available from Scott. Foresman/Lit- 
tle. Brown. College Division. Custo 
mer Sen-ice. 1900 E Lake Ave., Glen- 
view. IL 60025, (312) ~29-3000
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Questioning and
Discussion: A 

Multidisciplinary Study
Edited by JT Dillon

Norwood, N.J.: 
Ablex Publishing Corporation, 1988

—Reviewed by Meredith D Gall, University 
of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon

As essential elements of classroom 
teaching, questioning and discussion 
have been the subjects of numerous 
articles and books. This volume is a 
welcome addition to the literature, for it 
takes our understanding of these meth 
ods to a new level of sophistication.

Dillon organized a major research 
project in which he invited 17 Ameri 
can and foreign experts on teaching to 
use the concepts and methods of their 
respective disciplines (philosophy, so- 
ciolinguistics, and psychology) to ana 
lyze transcripts of actual school discus 
sions. The use of a common set of

transcripts, included in the book, gives 
readers a rare opportunity to witness 
how different disciplines generate dif 
ferent insights about the same class 
room phenomena. Although the tran 
scripts are of high school discussions, 
the experts' findings and recommen 
dations are sufficiently general that 
educators at any grade level will profit 
from them.

Several weaknesses of teaching 
practice are laid bare by the experts' 
analyses. For example, most teacher- 
student interaction is recitation rather 
than discussion, even though the latter 
term is often used to describe it. Also, 
teachers are preoccupied with control 
ling classroom conversation, rather than 
sharing or relinquishing control in or 
der that students can assume a measure 
of responsibility for their learning. Rea 
soned argumentation and analysis are 
almost entirely absent, even when the 
teacher's apparent intent is to develop 
students' thinking.

The Manual of Textbook Adoption
AntffccnY foe 'Axtbook Adoption: i provon process.

Hantiy loose-leal format with reaOy-to-use ana reaOy-to-rJuplicale pages lor district use.

3 ways to take the guesswozk out ot text selection
1. A it»p-bT-«t«p approach to th* tozt adoption process i ncluding 

Q HOW to es&Wlsh an adoption schedule that
• spreads out the budgetary Impact and costs ot textbook replacement
• coordinates with publishers' schedules 

G How to establish a committee structure which
• builds ownership and commitment
• involves teachers, principals, and parents 

D Suggested activities and tlmellnes 
L_ Sample memos and meeting agendas 
^ Proven procedures for working with

publishers, including
• sample letters lor inQuiry. bid solicitations and follow-up

2. Til* Commttt** Jtombm' Handbook including 
G The process ol text selection 
C Responsibilities ol committee members 
D Developing program goals 
C Establishing custom-made selection criteria

3. Updates ol BeM*arch and Publlihon' Sch*dulM 1
*«Wf MMTfMy

COMMENTS FKOM PARTICIPANTS 
DI THE TEXTBOOK ADOPTION PROCESS

"This selection process makes efficient use ot staff time and results in 
quality recommendations ' — D . B., President, Board ot Directors

"i am proud to have been involved in this new and sophisticated approach 
to text selection —Si , Principal

' By having identified exactly what we were looking for, we worked efficiently 
and wisely in selecting the best available materials tor our students ' 
—A.ft.. Teacher

$69.95
plus & 50 per copy postage and handling

MM order together will cluck or purchase order to
OUTCOMES ASSOCIATES. PO Bex 72S5. Princaton, NJ 08543-7285

The critical tone of the book is 
tempered throughout with affirma 
tions of the value of questioning and 
discussion properly applied. Unbound 
by traditional perspectives on what 
constitutes effective teaching, these ex 
perts from other disciplines offer fresh 
ideas about how to unlock the poten 
tial of these methods for fostering 
student responsibility, reasoning, and 
ability to communicate.

Available from Ablex Publishing 
Corporation, 355 Chestnut St., Nor 
wood, NJ 07648.

"The Having of Wonderful
Ideas" and Other Essays

on Teaching and Learning
Eleanor Duckwartb

New York: 
Teachers College Press, 1988

—Reviewed by Jacqueline Grennon 
Brooks, Shoreham-Wading River Central 
School District, Shoreham, New York.

Eleanor Duckworth lets us all off the 
hook for not having the right answers. 
In fact, she congratulates us. For, as 
she explains in her inspiring account 
of the exhilarating process of teaching 
and learning, now we all have the 
opportunity to create wonderful ideas!

The virtues involved in not knowing are 
the ones that really count in the long run. 
What you do about what you don't know is, 
in the final analysis, what determines what 
you will ultimately know (p. 68)

Duckworth discusses issues of 
teaching and learning often neglected 
in the conventional literature: cour 
age, risk, humor, excitement, and puz 
zlement. Time for confusion is an im 
portant prescription Duckworth offers 
the learner, for it is out of confusion 
that the learner eventually builds sig 
nificant intellectual relationships.

By describing specific classroom in 
teractions with both children and 
teachers as learners, Duckworth re 
veals the process by which teachers 
"become" Piaget, not learn "about" 
Piaget, and how teachers "give the 
child reason," not look for one "right" 
answer The book describes the 
teacher as a person who engages 
learners in studying phenomena they
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would otherwise not think about, and 
who then researches the ways in 
which learners build their understand 
ings. She conceives of this merger of 
teacher and researcher as a fine 
"romance." The reader is left rooting 
for marriage.

Available from Teachers College 
Press, 1234 Amsterdam Ave., New 
York, NY 10027, for $13.95 paper.

Classroom Management
Strategies: Gaining and
Maintaining Students'

Cooperation
fames S. Cangelosi
White Plains, NY:

Longman, Inc. 1987
—Reviewed by Edmund T Emmer, Univer 
sity of Texas, Austin.

Effective classroom management re 
quires a conceptual framework that 
accommodates a variety of strategies 
and encompasses the multifaceted 
tasks of organizing students for in 
struction in a complex social setting 
for an extended time. Without such a 
framework, novice teachers often view 
management and discipline either as 
discrete "tricks of the trade" or as 
concerned mainly with responding to 
problems they encounter with individ 
ual students' misbehavior of with los 
ing control in a class.

Drawing on recent research and 
scholarship on classroom manage 
ment, Cangelosi provides a conceptual 
framework that will help teachers 
make sense out of the array of models 
and recommendations encountered in 
the literature and in practice. Various 
sections of the book present basic 
principles and describe preventive 
strategies along with ways to deal with 
off-task, uncooperative, and disruptive 
behaviors. Cangelosi incorporates 
concepts and principles from several 
models, including Reality Therapy, As 
sertive Discipline, Adlerian, and be 
havior modification approaches.

The author presents applications in 
context with numerous examples 
from both elementary and secondary 
classes. Objectives at the beginning, 
and self-assessment questions at the

laPFOHHftff-IKKSTllOttT

As a concerned educatoi; you are fanviliar with the 
At-Risk Student. At Two Rivers, we specialize in guiding 
the At-Risk Student to emotional wellness.
  Short-term, in-patient treatment programs
  Out-patient services available
  Caring, professional staff
  State certified administrators and teachers in the 

Two Rivers School
  Convenient Kansas City location
  Treatment covered by most health insurance
  Fully accredited by JCAH, the organization which 

approves quality hospitals
  YouthCare Program for children up to 12 years of age
  TeenCare Program for adolescents ages 13 to 17

Tb schedule a tour or find out more about Two 
Rivers' programs, call Gary W. Stevenson, Ed.D., Dir 
ector of Education. Call toll-free in Missouri at 1-800- 
872-7049 or out of state at 1-800-225S577.

When a child is suffering from emotional problems 
or chemical dependency, you have to make the right 
choice ... call the Two Rivers Helpline at 358-HELP.

PSYCH I A T R I C S P I T A L

5121 R ayiown Road . KansasC'Ty Missouri 64 1 33 . (816)3565688

The One for Wellness.
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end, of each chapter make the book 
suitable as a reference work for indi 
vidual teachers

Available from Longman NY Distri 
bution, 5 S. 250 Frontenac Rd., Naper- 
ville, H. 60540, for $18.95.

Imagination and Education
Edited by Kieran Egan and 

Dan Nadaner
New York 

Teachers College Press, 1988
—Reviewed by Bob Sample!,, KAWKSONG, 
Boulder, Colorado

"Every new child is nature's chance 
to correct culture's error " This quote 
by Ted Hughes is a stellar example of 
the treasure trove of insight, wit, and 
wisdom contained in this welcome 
collection of essays, compiled in part

from a conference sponsored by the 
Faculty of Education of Simon Fraser 
University in British Columbia. The 
conference, "Imagination and Educa 
tional Development," addressed is 
sues in education that are increasingly 
seen as that middle ground between 
mythos and logos, art and science, 
emotion and reason

In these days of ITIP, Q-10, test 
scores, performance accountability, 
back-to-the-basics, and the myriad 
technologies of narrowness that are 
sweeping wildfire in our schools, 
voices like these are desperately 
needed That the authors are a mixed 
lot gives an atmosphere of authenticity 
to the messages. They are philoso 
phers, psychologists, artists, school- 
teachers, and poets Some pieces are 
heady and opaque, others are chatty 
and conversational, yet all embrace

Teach them the skills they need 
to learn more effectively.

Instructional and assessment 
tools covering six key study 
skill areas:
  Managing Time and Environ 
ment
  Reading Textbooks
  Taking Class Notes
  Using Information Resources
  Preparing for Tests
  Taking Tests

Study Power allows maximum 
flexibility in designing a study 
skills development program.
  Independent workbooks for each 
skill area
  Nationally normed assessments 
provide scale scores in each 
skill area

-Study Power Inventory- 
evaluates current study habits
-Study Power Assessment- 
measures knowledge of effec 
tive study techniques

  Leader's Manual with lesson 
plans, background, forms, keys

To receive a complete set of Study Power materials for preview, send 
$10 plus $2 shipping and handling to:

Study Power Starter Kit
ACT Publications, DepL EL9
P.O. Box 168
Iowa City, Iowa 52243 ~~*

fragments of a vision beginning to 
emerge in these waning years of the 
1980s. That vision is not new; but each 
time it has appeared, it has raised the 
fears associated with the misrepresen 
tations of John Dewey, die British in 
fant schools, and affective education. 
The 1960s were the years that vision 
last surfaced in North American con 
sciousness.

This time around, there have been 
two decades of research in the neuro- 
sciences and the advent of die age of 
information. We can now claim widi 
authority that the human brain-mind 
system is designed to function intu 
itively, imaginatively, and creatively as 
well as logically and analytically. Un 
settling yet persuasive arguments are 
emerging that logic and rational anal 
ysis are not the products of objectivity 
but rather are special cases of inter 
nally consistent sequences of subjec 
tivity. There is growing evidence that 
emotions and feelings are the central 
foundation upon which reason tenta 
tively rests. Cognition is never free of 
affect

A healthy outcome of this recur 
rence is a pluralistic perspective of 
education. The audiors speak elo 
quently to diis pluralism, for, when 
taken togedier, this collection of es 
says confirms contemporary evidence 
that we are biologically designed to 
think and know in a wide range of 
ways. In addition, there is an embrac 
ing affirmation of cultural pluralism as 
an expression of diverging pathways 
of imagination The authors view 
imagination as a collective bond 
shared by all people, and they see its 
nourishment as a way for us to achieve 
both uniqueness and unity.

This book is a vital addition to a 
sparse shelf devoted to the topic of 
imagination And while there is much 
more to be written in both theoretical 
and practical form, clearly diese essays 
will nurture a more complete and 
humane vision of life for our children 
and ourselves

Available from Teachers College 
Press, 1234 Amsterdam Ave., New 
York, NY 10027, for $17.95 paper and 
$31.95 cloth
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The Science Curriculum:
This Year in School

Science: 1986
Edited by Audrey B Champagne and

Leslie B Horning
Washington, D.C..

American Association for the
Adiancement of Science, 1987

—Reviewed by Shirley Mch'aul, Napennlle, 
Illinois

The contributions to this book, 
which came from a National Forum 
for School Science conference, rep 
resent a dialogue among scientists, 
teachers, and science educators 
about science its place, role, and 
goals in the future of education. The 
claim is that more of the same won't 
work. New populations and new 
problems demand inventive curricu- 
lar approaches In the 1960s our goal 
was to create scientists to beat the 
Russians. Now we need a scientifi 
cally literate generation of adults who 
will be called upon to make impor 
tant decisions.

This book is a springboard for con 
versations about such topics as what 
science skills and knowledge every 
18-year-old should possess, how to 
determine if the science curriculum is 
improving, and how to assess for pro 
cess skills. Recent data about what the 
present science curriculum offers  
number of courses, course content, 
and gender and ethnic differences in 
science achievement as well as a 
helpful discussion of the difference 
between technological and scientific 
capability are included. Authors with 
an eye on the future explore the 
limitations of close adherence to text 
books and standardized tests, then 
offer five criteria as a basis for devel 
oping curriculum: utility, social re 
sponsibility, intrinsic value of knowl 
edge, philosophical context, and en 
richment of childhood.

Available from the American Associ 
ation for the Advancement of Science, 
1333 H Street, N.W., Washington, DC 
20005.

NOW IN PAPERBACK

The major bestseller that
has ignited a nationwide debate

on our educational standards
If you (or your children) don't know 
Eurasia from Valhalla Jefferso 
maoism from Hamiltonianism. .a lame 
duck from a carpetbagger you need 
Cultural Literacy, the endlessly fas 
cinating book Newsweek said "tells ex 
actly what the basics are, and exactly

why it's necessary to get back to them.* 
This new paperback edition includes 
5,000 names, phrases, dates, and con 
cepts essential to cultural literacy; a 
new preface by the author; and 500 ad 
di lions to the appendix

Now at your bookstore

BOOKS
A dftriskxi of Random House, toe

WHAT EVERY
AMERICA 

NEEDS TO KNOW
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